TUBERCULOSIS AND HIV

IN 2017, 10 MILLION PEOPLE FELL ILL WITH TB AND 1.6 MILLION DIED FROM THE DISEASE

People living with HIV are up to 20 times more likely to fall ill with TB

ANNUAL GLOBAL FUNDING FOR TUBERCULOSIS IS US$ 3.5 BILLION SHORT OF WHAT IS REQUIRED

TB IS THE LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH AMONG PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV

UNAIDS IS WORKING WITH PARTNERS TO REDUCE TB-ASSOCIATED DEATHS AMONG PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV BY 75% BY 2020

TB IS CURABLE: 45 MILLION LIVES HAVE BEEN SAVED SINCE 2000

All people living with HIV should have access to:
- Antiretroviral Therapy
- TB diagnostics and treatment
- Regular TB screening
- TB preventive therapy (if no TB symptoms)

All people living with TB should have access to:
- HIV testing and antiretroviral therapy
- HIV prevention options
- TB treatment

In 2017, approximately 300 000 people died from AIDS-related TB
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